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Ithaca Stakeout Shotgun (U.S.A.)

Bullwhip (U.S.A.)
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Ages: 5&Up

Pack: 12

Weight: 1.6 lbs.

Cube: .9'

MAD DOG carries the weapons

that would be associated with an

urban warrior. He tells his pack of

S.AVA.G.E. Strike Bikers that

he wrestled with a rattlesnake to

get his bullwhip.

Subject: Mad Dog'" (legalname

unknown)

Distinguishing Physical Char

acteristics: 6' O'; 215 lbs ; Orange

mohawk haircut: S.A. V.A.G.E.

emblem tatooed on chest; wears

studded wristbands and bear-claw

necklace

Military Record: No military rec

ord; he does have an extended

criminal record, however, having

served time for theft, reckless driv

ing and arson

Weapons: Presumed expert in use

of the following weapons:

Battle-Action, Fast-Draw

Shotgun!

The butt stock of the conventional

Ithaca Shotgun has been replaced

by a pistol grip on MAD DOG's

weapon. It is fed by a 5-shot tubular

magazine. It is ironic that MAD

DOG's gun was originally designed

to be used against criminals.

(Pressing the switch releases the

fast-draw shotgun!)

From the Files of The FORCE OF

FREEDOM " (Authorized Per

sonnel Only!)

Figure Data: 0806

Actual Size: GM articulated

figure.

Accessories: Battle-action, fast

drawshotgun, bullwhip, dagger,

scabbard, belt, plus official I.D.

card

MAD DOG travels in and about

the urban centers of the world,

spreading terror and disbelief wher

ever he goes. He started his crimi

nal career at the age of 7 by

stealing his first motorcycle. Since

then he's stolen 28 bikes and spent

time in jail for each crime.

MAD DOG is a total barbarian

His allegiance to GENERAL

WARHAWK is questionable, but THE

GENERAL likes his outrageous

style anyway. WARHAWK just

doesn't want to be around when

MAD DOG is collared by RAMBO,

because the guy really foams at

the mouth1

MAD DOG leads a pack of

S.A VA.G.E. Strike Bikers They live

in vacant, condemned buildings

and travel throughout an urban net

work of sewers. When they need to

hide out, they just drop down the

nearest manhole cover. These

underworld criminals would like

nothing better than to leave their

tread marks all over RAMBO and

THE FORCE OF FREEDOM!
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Dagger (Eng.)
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Military Specialty: MAD DOG is

able to travel easily throughout.

crowded cities on his S.A V.A.G.E

Strike Cycle. GENERAL WARHAWK'"

uses him as an urban warrior: ter

rorist tactics, kidnapping, and high

speed chases are his specialties
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